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Protein isotopic enrichment Protein isotopic enrichment 
for NMR studies for NMR studies 

Protein NMR studiesProtein NMR studies

ARTGKYVDES

sequencesequence

structurestructure

Structure of proteinStructure of protein--
ligand, proteinligand, protein--protein protein 
complexescomplexes

Dynamic propertiesDynamic properties

Binding of moleculesBinding of molecules
(perturbation mapping)(perturbation mapping)

We need to analyze very carefully very complex spectraWe need to analyze very carefully very complex spectra
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~300 Da~300 Da

~15000 Da~15000 Da

The problem of signal overlapThe problem of signal overlap……

How can we solve this problem?How can we solve this problem?

Acquiring two dimensional spectraAcquiring two dimensional spectra……

Again we can have Again we can have 
signal overlap!!!signal overlap!!!

The limit in size for The limit in size for 
protein homonuclear protein homonuclear 
NMR is about 100 NMR is about 100 

amino acidsamino acids……
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NMR active nucleiNMR active nuclei

Isotope Spin Natural        Isotope Spin Natural        MagnetogyricMagnetogyric ratio       NMR frequencyratio       NMR frequency
(I)   abundance        g/10(I)   abundance        g/1077 radrad TT--11ss--11 MHz MHz 

(2.3 T magnet) (2.3 T magnet) 

11HH 1/21/2 99.985 %99.985 % 26.751926.7519 100.000000100.000000
22HH 11 0.0150.015 4.10664.1066 15.35115.351
1313CC 1/21/2 1.1081.108 6.72836.7283 25.14525.145
1414NN 11 99.6399.63 1.93381.9338 7.2287.228
1515NN 1/21/2 0.370.37 --2.7122.712 10.13678310.136783
1717OO 5/25/2 0.0370.037 --3.62793.6279 13.56113.561
1919FF 1/21/2 100100 25.18125.181 94.09400394.094003
2323NaNa 3/23/2 100100 7.080137.08013 26.46626.466
3131PP 1/21/2 100100 10.84110.841 40.48073740.480737
113113CdCd 1/21/2 12.2612.26 --5.95505.9550 22.19317322.193173

Isotopic enrichmentIsotopic enrichment

1H (99.98%) 
13C (1.108%)
15N (0.37%) 

We have additional information in NMR active nuclei in the 
biomolecules, but there is the limit of the natural abundance.

It is possible to substitute inactive with active nuclei through
the isotopic enrichment. 

The active nuclei can be used to transfer the magnetization 
through covalent bonds using heternuclear J coupling
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Heteronuclear multidimensional spectraHeteronuclear multidimensional spectra

F2

F1

15N

1H

C

H

1H

15N

What it is needed for NMR purposesWhat it is needed for NMR purposes

Impossible to obtainImpossible to obtain
in vivoin vivo

The biological material The biological material 
can be difficult to findcan be difficult to find

Overexpression of the Overexpression of the 
protein to be analyzed protein to be analyzed 
((mg mg of the sample!of the sample!))

Isotopically Isotopically 
enriched samplesenriched samples
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The steps to obtain an NMR sampleThe steps to obtain an NMR sample

Protein expression (unenriched and enriched)Protein expression (unenriched and enriched)

Final steps and NMR sample preparationFinal steps and NMR sample preparation

PurificationPurification

MutagenesisMutagenesis

CloningCloning

How to choose the expression hostHow to choose the expression host

E. coliE. coli

YeastsYeasts
(P. pastoris, (P. pastoris, 
S. cerevisiae)S. cerevisiae)

BaculovirusBaculovirus

Transient or stable Transient or stable 
expression on expression on 
mammalian cellsmammalian cells

CellCell--freefree

CloningCloning

The steps to obtain an NMR sampleThe steps to obtain an NMR sample

We have to pay attention to the costs of the culture media!We have to pay attention to the costs of the culture media!
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Cloning method:Cloning method: restrictionrestriction--ligationligation

Amplification Amplification 
of the gene of of the gene of 

interestinterest

Digestion of Digestion of 
the amplified the amplified 
gene and of gene and of 
the plsmid  the plsmid  

using using 
rstriction rstriction 
enzymesenzymes

LigationLigation

PCRPCR

Cloning method:Cloning method: GatewayGateway
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How to choose the plasmidHow to choose the plasmid

Depending on how we want to engineer the protein Depending on how we want to engineer the protein 
constructconstruct

-- C or N terminal tag for protein purification (hisC or N terminal tag for protein purification (his--tag, GST,     tag, GST,     
etcetc……) ) 

-- Cleavage sites to get rid of the tags (FactorXa, thrombin, Cleavage sites to get rid of the tags (FactorXa, thrombin, 
TEV)TEV)
-- choice of the tagchoice of the tag (His(His--tag, tag, fusion proteins,fusion proteins, etcetc……))
-- signal peptides for cellular localizationsignal peptides for cellular localization

Ribosomal 

binding  site

Gene of 

interest

Inducible 

promoter

Origin of 

replication

Resistance against 

antibiotic

How to choose the bacterial strainHow to choose the bacterial strain

It is good idea to try different It is good idea to try different E. coliE. coli strains to test their strains to test their 
ability to survive in the growth media and to express, with ability to survive in the growth media and to express, with 

a good yield, the protein of interest. a good yield, the protein of interest. 
The strains more often used areThe strains more often used are

BL21DE3, BL21DE3, BL21DE3pLysSBL21DE3pLysS, Rosetta, , Rosetta, Codon plus, OrigamiCodon plus, Origami, , 
SGSG……

BL21BL21 strain strain lacks two proteaseslacks two proteases
pLysSpLysS aviods leaky expression i.e. expression without inductionaviods leaky expression i.e. expression without induction
Rosetta and Codon plusRosetta and Codon plus strains are designed to enhance the expression strains are designed to enhance the expression 
of eukaryotic proteins containing rare codonsof eukaryotic proteins containing rare codons
OrigamiOrigami strain strain greatly enhances disulfide bond formation in the greatly enhances disulfide bond formation in the 
cytoplasmcytoplasm
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The mutation can be done:The mutation can be done:

--Substituting the residue with an AlaSubstituting the residue with an Ala

--Substituting the residue with one conserved      Substituting the residue with one conserved      
in the familyin the family

AnalysisAnalysis
StructuralStructural

FunctionalFunctional

MutagenesisMutagenesis

The steps to obtain an NMR sampleThe steps to obtain an NMR sample

Optimization of the growing conditionsOptimization of the growing conditions

Growth mediaGrowth media

rich mediumrich medium (i.e.(i.e. LB)LB)
minimal mediumminimal medium (i.e.(i.e. M9)M9)

Induction conditionsInduction conditions

temperaturetemperature

timetime
amount of IPTGamount of IPTG

HIGH YIELD OR HIGH YIELD OR 
PROTEIN PROTEIN 

SOLUBILITY?SOLUBILITY?

ENRICHED PROTEINENRICHED PROTEIN

Cell lysisCell lysis
Isolation of the soluble/unsoluble Isolation of the soluble/unsoluble 

fractionfraction (refolding)(refolding)

The steps to obtain an NMR sampleThe steps to obtain an NMR sample

Protein expression (unenriched and enriched)Protein expression (unenriched and enriched)
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mk  4h  8h  on    4h  8h  on   4h  8h   onmk  4h  8h  on    4h  8h  on   4h  8h   on

2020°°C            28C            28°°C           37C           37°°CC

(soluble fractions)(soluble fractions)

mk  mk  SFSF TFTF

3737°°CC

An exampleAn example

The steps to obtain an NMR sampleThe steps to obtain an NMR sample

SF soluble fractionSF soluble fraction
TF total fractionTF total fraction

Isotopic enrichment proceduresIsotopic enrichment procedures

The most useful isotopesThe most useful isotopes ((1313C, C, 1515N)N) to study proteins by to study proteins by 
NMR are not naturally abundantNMR are not naturally abundant

UniformUniform →→ the bacteria are grown in a medium the bacteria are grown in a medium 
containing only sources of the isotope needed. containing only sources of the isotope needed. 
All the atoms of the protein are enriched.All the atoms of the protein are enriched.

ResidueResidue--specificspecific →→ we enrich only the atoms of the we enrich only the atoms of the 
““interestinginteresting”” residues of the proteinresidues of the protein

1313C e C e 1515N N have high costs, this implies that each step for sample have high costs, this implies that each step for sample 
preparation has to be optimized to obtain as much protein as pospreparation has to be optimized to obtain as much protein as possible!sible!
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Uniform enrichmentUniform enrichment

We grow the We grow the E. coliE. coli cells in a cells in a minimal medium minimal medium (i.e.(i.e. M9) M9) 
containing selected labelled nutrientscontaining selected labelled nutrients (e.g.(e.g. 1515NHNH44Cl, Cl, 1313CC--
glucose)glucose) or inor in a labelled a labelled readyready--toto--use mediumuse medium (bacterial or (bacterial or 
algal hydrolysate).algal hydrolysate).

Bacterial growth is generally higher in Bacterial growth is generally higher in 
readyready--toto--use mediause media

Minimal media are generally less expensiveMinimal media are generally less expensive

Minimal mediaMinimal media

It is a growing broth prepared in the lab starting from simple It is a growing broth prepared in the lab starting from simple 
reagents. reagents. 
It is very important to control the carbon and nitrogen It is very important to control the carbon and nitrogen 
sourcessources

Isotopic enrichment proceduresIsotopic enrichment procedures

Classic protocolClassic protocol →→ the culture is grown and induced directly the culture is grown and induced directly 
in the enriched minimal mediumin the enriched minimal medium

Mixed protocolMixed protocol →→ the culture is grown in unlabeled rich medium the culture is grown in unlabeled rich medium 
(i.e. LB) and, right before induction, the cells are harvested, (i.e. LB) and, right before induction, the cells are harvested, 
washed and resuspended in the enriched minimal mediumwashed and resuspended in the enriched minimal medium

Carbon source:Carbon source: glucose,glucose, glycerol,glycerol, acetate,acetate, succinatesuccinate o o methanolmethanol

Nitrogen source :Nitrogen source : NHNH44Cl o (NHCl o (NH44))22SOSO44

Buffer solution:Buffer solution: generally phosphate atgenerally phosphate at pH 7.5pH 7.5

Salts:Salts: NaCl/KCl, MgSONaCl/KCl, MgSO44, CaCl, CaCl22

Minimal medium compositionMinimal medium composition

When we use When we use 1313C e C e 1515N  the isotopically enriched N  the isotopically enriched 
sources are reduced at minimal possible level to sources are reduced at minimal possible level to 

reduce the costs!!!reduce the costs!!!

Isotopic enrichment proceduresIsotopic enrichment procedures
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Auxotrophic strainsAuxotrophic strains →→ we need a specific strain for each we need a specific strain for each 
residueresidue

ResidueResidue--specific enrichmentspecific enrichment

CellCell--freefree →→ more flexible when using labeled aminoacidsmore flexible when using labeled aminoacids

It is achieved using It is achieved using E. coliE. coli auxotrophic strains which are auxotrophic strains which are 
grown in the presence of selected labeled aminoacids or grown in the presence of selected labeled aminoacids or 
using more sophisticated techniques such as cellusing more sophisticated techniques such as cell--free.free.

The latter approach allows to simplify problems due to protein The latter approach allows to simplify problems due to protein 
size. It is possible to focus on specific regions of the proteinsize. It is possible to focus on specific regions of the protein

Isotopic enrichment proceduresIsotopic enrichment procedures

The isolation of the protein is done through several The isolation of the protein is done through several 
cromatography steps.cromatography steps.

The separation is based on one of the following physical The separation is based on one of the following physical 
properties:properties:

SolubilitySolubility

ChargeCharge

AffinityAffinity

Molecular weightMolecular weight

i.e. selective precipitationi.e. selective precipitation

i.e. ion exchange i.e. ion exchange 

i.e. affinity chormatographyi.e. affinity chormatography

i.e. gel filtrationi.e. gel filtration

PurificationPurification

The steps to obtain an NMR sampleThe steps to obtain an NMR sample
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Affinity 
chromatography

Tag cleavage using 
enzymes

Gel-filtration Delipidation

Ion-exchange Gel-filtration Delipidation

The steps to obtain an NMR sampleThe steps to obtain an NMR sample

•• (Refolding)(Refolding)

•• DeglycosylationDeglycosylation (not if expressed in (not if expressed in EE. coli). coli)

•• DelipidationDelipidation

•• Buffer exchangeBuffer exchange

•• Concetrate sampleConcetrate sample

•• Complexes formationComplexes formation

•• StoringStoring

•• Check protein identity and foldCheck protein identity and fold

Choose buffers suitable for NMRChoose buffers suitable for NMR

i.e.i.e. freezing,freezing, liophilization,liophilization,……

[P] [P] in the mM rangein the mM range

i.e.i.e. mass spectrometry, mass spectrometry, 
NMR analysisNMR analysis

Final steps and NMR sample preparation Final steps and NMR sample preparation 

The steps to obtain an NMR sampleThe steps to obtain an NMR sample
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Preliminary characterization using NMRPreliminary characterization using NMR

folded not folded

1H

An easyAn easy--toto--run spectrum lasting 10 minutes is enough to run spectrum lasting 10 minutes is enough to 
check protein folding!check protein folding!

1H

15N 15N

Even proteins have Even proteins have ““fingerprintsfingerprints””!!


